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Larry Dominique is President and CEO of PSA North America, Inc. Groupe PSA is the global
automotive company which produces Peugeot, Citroen, DS, Opel and Vauxhall automobiles and
the global mobility services brand Free2Move. In this role he is responsible for developing the
North American business from a green field, which includes mobility, financing, parts and
service, aftermarket, connected services as well as vehicle sales and distribution. In April 2016
PSA announced the global Push to Pass plan of which re-entry into North America is a key
element.
Prior to joining Groupe PSA in February 2017, Dominique held a variety of roles, both in and out
of OEMs. He was an industry consultant working with OEMs, Private Equity Firms, large
consultant groups and Start-ups. As a consultant he performed due diligence, product and
brand strategies, best practices, motivational speaking and board advisory functions. He was
the President of ALG, the industry benchmark for residual values. In this role he was
responsible for managing every aspect of ALG (formerly Automotive Lease Guide) business,
which encompasses vehicle valuation centered upon residual values, consulting and current
market performance. ALG clients include OEMs, Captive Finance Companies, Banks, Fleet and
Leasing companies, as well as Ratings agencies and Desking software providers.
Simultaneously he was Executive Vice President of OEM, Data and Analytics for TrueCar Inc., a
leading online marketplace. He managed OEM relationships and revenue, data contracts and
the analytic teams responsible for SEO/SEM and pricing algorithms.
Prior to 2011, Dominique was Vice President of product planning at Nissan North America, Inc.,
where he oversaw advanced and product planning encompassing over 25 countries on two
continents. Dominique worked on positioning, design and development for over 50 models,
including all Nissan and Infiniti vehicles. He also served as an active member of both the Nissan
and Infiniti dealer advisory boards. During his Nissan career he worked in engineering,
manufacturing and product planning.
Dominique’s extensive experience spanning over 34 years in the automotive industry also
includes various engineering and management positions at General Motors and then at Chrysler
Motors.
Larry holds a B.S. in Electrical Engineering from Lawrence Technological University in
Southfield Michigan.

